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Chapterr 6 

Kinematicc reconstruction 

6.11 Reconstruction methods 

AA DIS event can be characterised by four independent measurable quantities: the energy E[ 
andd the polar angle 9e of the scattered positron, and the variables Sh{— E  ̂ — PZ:h) and Pr,h-
Heree Eh is the energy of the hadronic final state and Pẑ  and Pxth are the longitudinal and 
transversee momentum, respectively. From the latter two an angle 7/, and an energy F  ̂ can be 
definedd which correspond to the polar angle and the energy of the scattered quark in the naive 
quarkk model (see figure 6.1): 

PPT,hT,h ~ (Eh ~ pz,h)2 ,„  .> 

ffThTh + (hh - yz,hy 

P£P£hh + {Eh-Pzh)
2 

Sincee a DIS event is completely determined by only two independent variables x and Q2 

theree is some freedom to choose any two quantities out of the set of four to reconstruct the 

Figur ee 6.1: schematic picture of a DIS event showing the definition of the measurable quantities 
E'E'ee,, 0e, Fh and 7 .̂ In this plot a positron with energy Ee comes from the left and a quark inside 
thethe proton with energy Eq from the right. 
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ChapterChapter 6. Kinematic reconstruction 

kinematics.. Traditionally the kinematics of a DIS event are reconstructed from the scattered 
lepton.. This so-called "electron method" is used in all fixed targett experiments. The kinematic 
variabless calculated with this method are given by (using equations 1.2 and 1.5) 

VeVe = l - ^ r ( l - C O S ^ e ) (6.3) 

QlQl = 2EeE'e(l + cos9e) (6.4) 

whilee xe is obtained from the relation Q2 = sxy. Of course, this method is not available for 
chargedd current DIS as the scattered lepton is an antineutrino and remains undetected. 

Complementaryy to the electron method is the Jacquet-Blondel (JB) reconstruction method 
thatt uses only the hadronic final state [59]. The kinematic variables are expressed in terms of 
Pr,hPr,h and Oh (or equivalently 7̂  and Fh) as 

VmVm = 2E~ = 2 i r ( 1 _ C O S 7 / l) ^ ' ^ 

== Jh_ = F^J, 
11 - VJB 1 - VJB 

QQ22JBJB =
 Ee Fh(l+COSJh) 

XJBXJB syJB Ep2Ee-Fh(l-coslh)
 { ' } 

Thiss method is the only one that is available in charged current DIS. The resolution in Q2
JB is 

givenn as 
dQdQ2 2 

QQ2 2 

ydFydF dQ< 
l-yl-y F Qi 

EEpp xy 

fromm which it is clear that especially at high y the resolution in Q2
JB is poor due to the factor 

1/(11 — yjs)- The same is true for the resolution in XJB- At low y, however, the Jacquet-Blondel 
methodd gives a better estimate of y than the electron method [58]. 

Too illustrate the effect of the finite resolution of the measured quantities Pr,h-> $h, lh and Fh 
onn the reconstruction of x and Q2 it is instructive to draw isolines — lines of constant PTyh etc. 
—— in the (x, Q2) plane as is shown in figure 6.2. When isolines for a specific measurable quantity 
aree close together the error on this variable leads to small uncertainties on the determination 
off  x and Q2. In figure 6.2a the isolines of P^h are drawn. For low values of y the lines run 
parallell  to the x axis which means that by measuring PT<h the Q2 value is fixed and is nearly 
independentt of y. On the other hand, this measurement contains no information about x. In 
thee very high y region the isolines of Pr,h and 6h (or y) run parallel to each other which implies 
aa large intrinsic uncertainty on both x and Q2. A very precise measurement of the hadronic 
flowflow would be necessary to obtain a reasonable resolution. Therefore, events in the final charged 
currentt sample are rejected if they have a value of y exceeding 0.9. The same effect can be seen 
inn figures 6.2b and 6.2c showing the isolines in 7̂  and Fh. The lines of constant j h are evenly 
spreadd throughout the entire phase space, but for high y they run parallel to the isolines in 
Fh-Fh- The quark energy discriminates between different values of x, especially at high x, while it 
doess not contain any information on Q2. 
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Figur ee 6.2: isolines of Pr,h> lh o-nd F  ̂ in the (x,Q2) plane, (a) Isolines in P^h increasing 
withwith a factor of \/2 starting from 10 GeV. The dashed line is the line y = 0.9 while the dotted 
lineslines represent y = 0.1 and y = 0.01. (b) Isolines in 7/, increasing in steps of 0.2. (c) Isolines 
inin Fh increasing with steps of 5 GeV for F  ̂ < Ee and with a factor of 2 for F  ̂ > Ee. 

Thee finite resolution in PTt h and <5̂  is mainly caused by a mismeasurement of the hadronic 
energy.. Unlike the positron the hadronic final state and thus the hadronic energy is not always 
full yy contained in the calorimeter. First of all this can be due to particles escaping through the 
forwardd and backward beampipe. However, the energy loss through the backward beampipe 
iss small for DIS events as the hadronic system is usually very forward. The loss through the 
forwardd beampipe can be substantial, but it has only littl e influence on the measurement of 
thee kinematics. This is because the Jacquet-Blondel method is not very sensitive to this loss 
ass the escaping particles only carry small E — Pz and Pp. 

Thee most serious source of energy loss that deteriorates the measured resolution is formed 
byy energy loss in inactive material in front of the calorimeter. Later on in this chapter two 
methodss wil l be presented that correct for this loss. Additionally there is also some loss, but to 
aa lesser extent, due to leakage from the back of the calorimeter. The latter might be corrected 
forr by using the information from the backing calorimeter. However, it turns out that only 
~~ 1% of the events that are selected in the final charged current data sample has more than 
11 GeV of energy recorded in the BAC. Moreover, when this extra energy is taken into account 
forr these events the relative change in PT<h and 6h is at most 20%. The largest effect is observed 
inn the low y region where the error on the reconstructed kinematics is already large. Because 
off  this small effect and to avoid systematic uncertainties rising from the inclusion of an extra 
detectorr the backing calorimeter information wil l not be used. The correction for leakage wil l 
bee effectively made by the aforementioned inactive material corrections. 

Forr neutral current DIS events the problem of energy loss can be partially circumvented by 
usingg the double angle (DA) method [58] to reconstruct the event kinematics. This method 
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combiness the angular information from the scattered positron and the hadronic final state: 

sm8sm8ee(l(l  — COS7/J 
UDAUDA = 

Q Q 
2 2 
DA DA 

sinn j h + sin 6e - sin(0e + jh) 

?2?2 sin 7fe(l + cos 0e) 
4E: 4E: 

sinn 7h + sin 0e - sin(0e + jh) 

(6.9) ) 

(6.10) ) 

Too first order these formulae are independent of the energy scale of the calorimeter. At low y, 
however,, d~h and thus the angle 7^ wil l suffer from noise in the calorimeter and the resolution 
inn x and Q2 deteriorates. 

6.22 Calorimeter islands 

Thee usual way in which the kinematic quantities are calculated is by summing over all individual 
calorimeterr cells and taking the centre of the cell as the position of the energy deposit. This 
methodd is, however, rather unsophisticated as it does not take into account the shape of the 
showerss generated by the particles that enter the calorimeter. It turns out that the resolution 
off  the kinematic variables improves when individual cells are combined into clusters of cells 
thatt more or less correspond to the energy deposit of single particles or jets of particles. 

Too illustrate one of the effects of clustering consider the situation depicted in figure 6.3, 
wheree a few calorimeter cells around the forward beampipe are drawn. The cross indicates the 
beampipee and the grey boxes are FCAL cells with energy coming from the proton remnant. 
Inn the left plot öh is calculated by summing over all eight cells and taking the black dots as 
thee positions of the cells. The black dot in the right plot is the position of the cluster formed 
byy combining the eight cells. The contribution of the cluster to 6k wil l be less than the total 
contributionn of the individual cells. It turns out that this yields a better reconstruction of the 
kinematicss of events, especially at low y. This improvement is due to a reduced contribution to 
66hh of particles in the proton remnant that scatter on material inside the beampipe and that are 
detectedd in the FCAL. Apparently this effect is more important than the negative correction 

Figur ee 6.3: schematic view of the proton remnant leading to energy deposits around the forward 
beampipebeampipe which is indicated by a cross. In the left plot the kinematic quantities are calculated 
byby summing over individual cells, where the position of the cell is represented by a dot. In the 
rightright plot the cells are clustered and the position of this cluster corresponds to the position of 
thethe remnant. 
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lb lb m m 
Figur ee 6.4: schematic drawing of the formation of cell-islands. The size of the filled circles is 
aa measure for the amount of energy deposited in a cell. Two separate clusters are formed by 
connectingconnecting cells to their nearest neighbour with highest energy. 

thatt is applied to particles in the proton remnant that are measured in the FCAL without 
additionall  scattering in the beampipe. 

Off  course, there are many possibilities to combine cells into clusters. Here the two stage 
algorithmm as presented in [60] is adopted. In the first step of this algorithm cells in one layer of 
thee calorimeter (FEMC, FHAC1, etc.) are combined into two-dimensional clusters, so-called 
cell-islands,, which are formed as follows (see also figure 6.4). For each cell the algorithm makes 
aa connection between the cell and its highest-energy neighbour. Two cells are neighbours if 
theyy have a common edge in a two-dimensional plot like figure 6.4. Al l cells that are connected 
too each other are then gathered into one cell-island. This procedure uniquely assigns each cell 
too one single cell-island. 

Inn the second stage of the algorithm cell-islands that belong to the shower from a single 
particlee or a jet of particles are combined into three-dimensional clusters extending over the 
fulll  depth of the calorimeter. These clusters are called cone-islands or, in short, islands. The 
algorithmm starts from HAC2 cell-islands and works inwards performing a clustering in (9, <j>) 
space.. For each HAC2 cell-island the angular separation A ^ in (6, 4>) space to all HAC1 cell-
islandss is determined. This separation is translated into a probability according to a distribution 
determinedd from a single pion Monte Carlo sample in which pions are shot from the vertex into 
thee calorimeter thus allowing the study of the shower profile of hadrons. This probability is 
plottedd as a function of A'i in figure 6.5 and is a measure for the probability that a HAC2 and 
aa HAC1 cell-island originate from the shower of the same particle or the same jet of particles. 
AA HAC2 cell-island is combined into a cluster with the HAC1 cell-island that gives the highest 
probabilityy or, equivalently, the smallest angular separation, above a cut-off chosen at 0.1. 
Whenn a HAC2 cell-island cannot be combined with a HAC1 cell-island the algorithm tries to 
combinee it with an EMC cell-island, again by looking at the angular separation. A slightly 
differentt probability distribution is used for this with a probability cut at 0.3. 

Inn a second step a similar procedure is performed to combine HAC1 cell-islands with EMC 
cell-islands.. In the final step the algorithm tries to combine EMC cell-islands with other EMC 
cell-islands.. These latter two steps employ the same probability curve as in the HAC2-EMC 
cell-islandd clustering step. Al l cell-islands that are combined with each other in this way form 
aa cone-island. 

Thee position R of a cone-island is usually estimated by the centre-of-gravity of all consti-
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:: HACl/2->EMC, EMC->EMC 

.'-.'- HAC2->HAC1 

10 10 
0.1 0.1 0.20.2 0.3 0.40.4 0.5 

Figur ee 6.5: curves giving the probability that two cell-islands with angular separation A^P in 
(0,(0, 4>) space correspond to the same particle shower. The dashed curve gives the probability after 
combiningcombining a HAC2 and a HAC1 cell-island, the full curve corresponds to the combination of a 
cell-islandcell-island with an EMC cell-island. 

tut ingg cells and is computed as 

R: R: 
E,, m 

(6.11) ) 

wheree f*j are the geometric positions of the centres of the individual cells i in the island. The 
weightss u>i are usually taken as the energy Ei recorded in the cell. However, this linear weighting 
turnss out to yield systematic shifts in the polar angle 0 of the cluster. These biases can be 
removedd by introducing two modifications. In the first place the position of the energy deposit 
insidee a cell is not taken as the geometric centre of that cell. Instead the position is shifted 
fromm the centre in one dimension in the direction of the imbalance of the cell over a distance 
5x5x that depends logarithmically on the imbalance: 

Sx Sx In n >PMT1 1 (6.12) ) 

wheree EPMTI and EPMTI are the energies recorded in the two photomultipliers. The magnitude 
off  A has been extracted from test beam data as 54 cm [61]. This correction works properly 
withinn 8 cm from the centre of the cell. In the outer regions close to the wavelength shifters 
5x5x = 0 cm is taken. 

Thee second modification involves the weights Wj. Instead of just taking the energy Ei as a 
weightt a logarithmic function of Et is used: 

ww--++'"'"  I} maxx < 0. We + In 

w w 
HAC HAC maxx < 0, Wh + In 

Ef Ef 

EEt t 

(6.13) ) 

wheree ET = ^Ei is the total energy of the island of which cell i forms a part and We and Wh 
aree tuned parameters which are set to 4 and 2, respectively. This function properly takes into 
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accountt the exponential fall off of the energy distribution from the shower maximum inside a 
celll  [62]. The reason for introducing two parameters We and W  ̂ is to account for the different 
sizess of the EMC and HAC cells. 

6.33 Backsplash 

Afterr kinematic reconstruction of charged current events a systematic bias is observed in the 
reconstructedd hadronic angle jh- In figure 6.6a the relative bias (7/, — jtruej/ltrue is plotted 
ass a function of ytrUe- This bias is small at high values of y but increases to 20% at low y. 
Itt turns out that this overestimation is partly due to scattering of low momentum particles in 
materiall  between the primary vertex and the calorimeter and partly due to backsplash from 
thee calorimeter surface [63]. The scattered particles are then measured at higher polar angle 
comparedd to their original direction and thus the reconstructed hadronic angle 7̂  of the event 
iss increased. This effect is most noticeable at low y as the relative contribution of backward 
scatteredd low momentum particles grows with decreasing y. 

** 0.3 
3 3 

<*""  0.2 

££ 0.1 

cc uncorrected 

 corrected 

a) ) 

« « 

s s 3 3 
5 5 
§§ 0.2 
«> > c c 
Ï * * 

SS 0, 

0 0 
b) ) 

''removed ''removed (GeV) (GeV) 

Figur ee 6.6: effect of the backsplash correction on the reconstruction of the angle 7/,, (a) relative 
biasbias in j ^ as a function of true y before (open circles) and after (dots) the correction, (b) relative 
resolutionresolution in 7̂  before and after the backsplash correction, (c) comparison of energy removed 
byby the correction in the final charged current data sample (dots) and in the ARIADNE Monte 
CarloCarlo sample (histogram). 
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Thee bias in 7*  is minimised when clusters with an energy below 3 GeV and with a polar 
anglee larger than 7m ai are removed. The value of 7max depends on the hadronic angle 7̂  as 

ƒƒ 0.151 +1.372-7fc 7 / l<1.95 (R,A. 
ImaxImax = < , ID-14J 

(( 2.826 + 0.259  (>yh - 1.95) 7̂  > 1.95 

Thiss definition of  j m a x has been obtained from a high Q2 neutral current Monte Carlo sample 
byy requiring that not more than 1% of the clusters not related to the two effects described 
abovee are removed. This yields a reconstruction of 7̂  closest to the true value. After this first 
passs of cluster removal the value of 7̂  is recalculated and the procedure is repeated until the 
changee in 7̂  is less than 1%. Typically this procedure converges after two or three steps. 

Thee agreement between the removed energies in data and in Monte Carlo is shown in 
figuree 6.6c. In this plot the dots represent charged current data and the shaded histogram 
iss the Monte Carlo expectation. The removed energy can be quite sizeable but this is only 
thee case for a few events and the removed energy is always less than 10% of the total energy. 
Inn figure 6.6a the relative deviation of j h from the true value after the backsplash correction 
iss shown. The bias at low y has now almost completely vanished. Moreover, the resolution 
improvess substantially, from about 25% to 10% as illustrated in figure 6.6b. 

6.44 Island energy correction 

Nott all the energy of an event will be contained in the calorimeter, mainly because energy is 
lostt in inactive material between the interaction vertex and the calorimeter. This energy loss 
wil ll  result in a substantial bias in the reconstruction of the kinematic variables. To reduce this 
biass the kinematic reconstruction employs islands instead of individual calorimeter cells. This 
givess a significant improvement in the reconstruction of very forward (low y, high x) events 
(seee also section 6.2). 

AA further improvement in the reconstruction is obtained when the energy of each individ-
uall  island is corrected. Two different correction methods are presented here. Both methods 
multiplyy the energy of each island with a correction function that depends on the energy and 
thee polar angle of the island. Thus it is implicitly assumed that the energy loss is independent 
off  the azimuthal direction which is a reasonable assumption in view of the symmetry of the 
detector. . 

Thee first method — referred to as method I — assumes that the correction function C can 
bee factorised in a part depending on the island's energy Ei8i and a part depending on its angle 
Qisl'-Qisl'-

c(Ec(Ei3li3l,e,etsltsl)) = s(Elsl) e(eisl) (6.15) 
Thiss factorisation is only valid if the fractional energy loss of a particle is independent of the 
amountt of dead material that is traversed. This is true within 10% for pions with initial energies 
rangingg from 0.5 GeV to 100 GeV. 

Forr every event the islands are binned according to their energy (17 bins) and to their polar 
anglee (30 bins) into two one-dimensional grids. Then, instead of using a functional form, the 
correctionn functions are approximated by a set of independent parameters, one for each of the 
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177 + 30 bins. The correction does not take into account the position of the event vertex. Since 
mostt of the events have a vertex in a small interval around the nominal position this is justified. 

Thee correction factors are obtained from the ARIADNE charged current Monte Carlo sample 
thatt is generated with a Q2 cut of 10 GeV2 and no x cut. A fiducial sample is obtained by 
imposingg a measured vertex between -30 cm and 30 cm which ensures that the vertex position 
doess not introduce a bias in the event kinematics. Furthermore, a minimum Q2 cut of 200 GeV2 

andd a PT cut of 9 GeV are applied and a y cut of 0.05. This latter cut excludes events with a 
largee enery loss through the forward beampipe which cannot be corrected by this method. 

Withh the help of a MINUI T fit [64] the 47 different factors are obtained. During this fit the 
followingg function T is minimised 

T T 
T,cor T,cor 

-- T,true + + 
Vtr Vtr 

Vtr Vtr 
(6.16) ) 

wheree PT,Cor and ycor are the transverse momentum and y calculated with the corrected islands. 
Thee result of the fit is displayed in figure 6.7 where the upper plot shows the correction factors 
OO as a function of the polar angle of the island while the lower plot shows £ as a function 
off  the island's energy. The transition zones between FCAL/BCAL and BCAL/RCAL are 
clearlyy visible in the upper plot. The large correction required at the corresponding angles is in 
agreementt with the large amount of inactive material in these partly uninstrumented regions. 

fel fel 

00 20 40 60 SO 100 120 140 160 180 
QQislisl(deg) (deg) 

1010 10 

EEMM(GeV) (GeV) 

Figur ee 6.7: correction factors 6 (upper plot) and £ (lower plot) as a function of the island's 
angleangle and energy, respectively. 
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Itt has been checked that the correction factors obtained in an analogous procedure from the 
MEPSS sample are the same as for the ARIADNE sample. Only at high 0isl, a region with 
limitedd statistics, and at low energies a small difference is observed. 

Thee second correction method (method II) [63] uses a correction function depending on the 
energyy of the island and the amount of inactive material in X0 between the interaction vertex 
andd the position of the island in the calorimeter. This function is parametrised as 

P^P  ̂ = (1 " (pi +p2XQ)e^^x^-) (1 - (p,+p6X0)e^^x^-)p9 (6.17) 

wheree the values of the nine free parameters pt are obtained from a fit  to a high Q2 neutral 
currentt DIS Monte Carlo sample. At the beginning of the fit the left and right factor have been 
chosenn to describe the low and high energy behaviour of the function, respectively. Note that as 
thiss function depends on Etrue it has to be inverted to get a proper correction function depending 
onn the measured energy Eisl. The fit yields the following values for the nine parameters 

Pi i 

P2 2 

P3 3 

P4 4 

P9 P9 

0.088  0.02 

0.066 1 

0.022  0.06 

-0.188 5 

0.955  0.01 

P5 5 

Pe Pe 

Pi Pi 

P% P% 

-0.0877  0.009 

0.1088 7 

0.0122 4 

-0.0200 3 

Thee fit function is shown in figure 6.8a for three different amounts of inactive material expressed 
inn the number of radiation lengths X0. The energy loss is quite sizeable at low energies and 
cann be as large as ~ 35%. The fractional energy loss diminishes towards higher energies and 
iss practically constant and independent of the amount of inactive material above 100 GeV. In 
figuree 6.8b the inverted correction function is shown as a function of the measured island energy. 
Thee lines are the correction obtained in method II while the dots show the ratio of corrected 
andd measured island energy for the correction of method I evaluated at the angle(s) 9isl that 
correspondd to the given amount of inactive material. Between 1 GeV and 100 GeV the two 
methodss give the same correction although for the highest amount of inactive material there is 
somee difference above 10 GeV. Below 1 GeV the two corrections differ as method I gives a larger 
correction.. The error on the correction in this region is, however, rather large. It has been 
observedd that variations in the parameters within 20% of the nominal value for energies below 
0.55 GeV only have a negligible effect on the corrected kinematic variables. Above 100 GeV the 
fitss are only loosely constrained as very energetic islands only occur in the very forward region 
andd thus hardly contribute to 5  ̂and Pr,h-

Forr low energy islands it is not only energy loss by hadronic interactions in inactive material 
betweenn the calorimeter and the primary vertex that causes a difference between the measured 
andd the true energy of the island. Test beam experiments have shown [65] that the e/h ratio, 
thee ratio of the response of the calorimeter to electrons and to hadrons, is close to 1 for energies 
abovee 3 GeV, but that the ratio decreases when going to lower energies. This is illustrated in 
figuree 6.9 that shows the ratio e/h for pions and protons as a function of the kinetic energy of 
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1.00 X , 

2.55 X 0 

Üi'Üi'  1.6 

1.4 1.4 

1.2 1.2 

1 1 

Figur ee 6.8: (a) correction function of method II as a function of the true energy of an island 
forfor various amounts of inactive material, (b) comparison between method I (points) and method 
IIII  (lines) of the ratio of the corrected and the measured energy of an island as a function of the 
measuredmeasured energy. 

thee particles. The response to pions at low energies can be qualitatively understood. Since the 
interactionn length of pions is 1.2 A and energy loss in the calorimeter by ionisation for minimum 
ionisingg particles (mips) is 200 MeV/A pions with kinetic energies below 250 MeV lose their 
energyy almost completely by ionisation before undergoing any hadronic interaction. Therefore, 
aa ratio e/h ~ e/mip is expected where e/mip is equal to 0.62 for the ZEUS calorimeter. This 
effectt is observed both for pions and for protons and yields an overestimation in the energy 
measurementt of low energy islands. Correction method II takes this different behaviour of low 
energyy islands into account in an additional correction. 

Thee bias and resolution of the uncorrected and corrected kinematic variables Q2, x and 
yy are shown in figure 6.10 for the ARIADN E charged current Monte Carlo sample. Open 
triangless represent the uncorrected variables calculated with islands while the corrected ones 
aree indicated by dots (method I) and open circles (method II) . The position of each point gives 
thee bias in the reconstruction and the error bar represents the resolution. These are obtained 
byy means of a Gaussian fit to the distribution of (Arec - Atrue) / Atrue for Monte Carlo events 
thatt pass the charged current selection cuts where A denotes either Q2, x or y. Both corrections 
succeedd in reducing the bias to within a few percent with the exception of the very low x region. 

4* * 

^0.9-^0.9-

0.80.8 = 

0.7-0.7-

0.60.6T T 

-- . . . i 

10 10 
E^JGeV) E^JGeV) 

b) )  1.0 x 0 

OO 1.7 JC, 

AA  2.5 X„ 

10 10 10 10 
EEMM(GeV) (GeV) 
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EEkinkin(GeV) (GeV) 

Figur ee 6.9: ratio e/h of the response of the calorimeter to electrons and the response to pions 
(dots)(dots) or protons (open circles) as a function of the kinetic energy Ekm. At low energies the ratio 
approachesapproaches the theoretical value e/mip ~ 0.62 where the hadrons behave as minimum ionising 
particlesparticles (mips). 

< < 

0 0 

-0.2 -0.2 

•• method I 
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methodd II 
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AA uncorrected 

f f 
i i 

I I 
c) ) 

1 1 
00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Figur ee 6.10: bias and resolution of the uncorrected (triangles) and corrected (dots and open 
circles)circles) kinematic variables Q2. x and y as a function of their true value for the ARIADNE 
chargedcharged current Monte Carlo sample. Both correction methods succeed in removing the bias in 
thethe whole kinematic range except at very low x. 
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^0.2 ^0.2 

0 0 

-0.2 -0.2 

e)) o NCMC • CCMC 

{{  i 1 1 f i 
00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.S 

ytrueytrue yDA 

Figur ee 6.11: bias and resolution in Q2, x and y for CCfied neutral current data and Monte 
CarloCarlo and for charged current Monte Carlo. The three plots on the left show the bias and 
resolutionresolution as a function of the true kinematics after correction with method I for CCfied Monte 
CarloCarlo data (open circles) and charged current Monte Carlo (dots). The plots on the right show 
thethe bias and resolution as a function of the double angle kinematics for CCfied neutral current 
MonteMonte Carlo (open circles) and CCfied neutral current data (dots). 

Thee two correction methods work very well for charged current Monte Carlo events. How
ever,, it has to be checked that they also give reliable results for charged current data. To this 
endd the samples of CCfied neutral current data and Monte Carlo are used. When the two cor
rectionn methods are applied on CCfied neutral current Monte Carlo very similar results should 
bee obtained as for genuine charged current Monte Carlo. Analogously, neutral current data 
andd Monte Carlo should agree with each other. 

Inn the plots on the left of figure 6.11 the open circles denote the residual bias in Q2, x 
andd y after correction for CCfied neutral current Monte Carlo while the dots represent charged 
currentt Monte Carlo. Only results for method I are shown here. Over the whole range in Q2, 
xx and y the two sets of Monte Carlo data basically have the same bias and resolution thus 
showingg that the hadronic final states of both samples are very similar. 

Inn the three plots on the right of figure 6.11 CCfied neutral current Monte Carlo (open 
circles)) is compared with CCfied neutral current data. The bias and resolution in Q2, x and 
yy are now given as a function of the double angle kinematics. Since the data sample only has 
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eventss above ~ 300 GeV2 while the Monte Carlo starts at 100 GeV2 a minimum Q2 cut of 
3000 GeV is applied to both samples. The remaining bias and resolution after correction agree 
veryy well for both samples over the whole kinematic range. The deviations at high Q2 and high 
xx are to be blamed on lack of statistics in that particular region of the phase space. 
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